**122-USBC-HDMI-4K-VGA**
USB-C HDMI 4K / VGA Adapter - 100W PD Pass-Through - 4K 60Hz

This USB-C Multiport Video Adapter offers a portable solution for connecting USB Type-C devices to HDMI and/or VGA displays, with up to 100W of power delivery pass-through support. Supports a single HDMI display at up to 4K 60Hz, a single VGA display at up to 1920x1200 60Hz or dual-mirrored HDMI and VGA displays at up to 1080p. The 3.5mm audio port can be used for connecting speakers or headphones.

**21050-PC-SERIAL-CARD**
2-Port PCI Express Serial Card RS232 (DB9) Serial Card with 16C1050 UART and COM Retention - Standard and Low Profile Brackets

Add serial communication support to your desktop computer or Small Form Factor (SFF) system, using this two-port serial card. RS-232 (DB9) support enables control and communication with serial peripheral devices, including barcode readers/scanners, receipt printers, scales, PLCs, medical devices, etc.

**CDP2HVGUASPD**
USB-C 10Gbps HDMI/VGA Multiport Adapter - Presentation Mode Switch – 100W PD Pass-Through – MicroSD

This USB-C multiport adapter with HDMI/VGA lets you add vital connections to your MacBook or Windows laptop, through a single USB-C port. The adapter features a presentation mode switch, that when activated ensures the computer will not go into sleep standby or hibernation.

**LG-ANTI-STATIC-MAT**
Anti-Static Mat 23.6” x 47.2”

The desktop anti-static mat helps you protect your valuable equipment from the dangers of static electricity which can permanently damage components rendering them unusable. This mat covers an area of 23.5 x 47.2 in (60 x 120 cm), ideal for manufacturing or repair facilities that require ESD protection.

**M2-USB-C-NVME-SATA**
M.2 SATA/NVMe SSD Enclosure - Tool-less - USB 3.2 (10Gbps) w/ USB-C and USB-A Cables

Turn your PCIe M.2 NVMe or SATA AHCI M.2 SSD into a highly portable, USB-based external storage solution. This enclosure features USB 3.1 Gen 2 (10Gbps) with UASP support & PCIe 3.0 delivering real read/write data transfer speeds up to 1GB per second.
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USB31000S2
USB 3.0 to Gigabit Ethernet Adapter
Easily add a Gigabit network port to your computer through a USB 3.0/3.2 Gen 1 Type-A port. The RJ45 port supports multiple speeds (10/100/1000 Mbps) and is fully compatible with Cat5, Cat5e, Cat6, and Cat6a cabling. Features driverless install and 11.8in/30cm cable for longer reach reduces port connector strain.
This is an updated version of USB31000S but with a longer cable to assist with eliminating port/connector strain.

CDP2HDM1MH
USB-C to HDMI Adapter Cable with HDR - 4K 60Hz - 3.3 ft. (1 m)
This USB-C to HDMI cable lets you connect your USB Type-C (supporting DP Alt Mode) or Thunderbolt 3 device to an HDMI display. The display cable supports High Dynamic Range (HDR10) and provides sharper images with enhanced video. At 1m (3.3ft) in length, this cable cord delivers a direct connection that eliminates excess adapters and cabling, ensuring a tidy, professional installation.

NTBKBAG156
Backpack for 15.6" Notebooks with IT Accessory Pouch
This laptop backpack is designed and built with IT Professionals & Technicians in mind. This travel-friendly IT backpack can carry your 15.6" laptop and tablet with you wherever you go. Equipped with an accessories case that can be easily removed and fits all of your IT accessories. Also available in 17.3” NTBKBAG173

ARMDUALPIVOT
Desk Mount Dual Full Motion Monitor Arm
This dual monitor arm desk mount enables you to mount two monitors up to 32". The arms are separately attached and stacked to the pole and are easily adjustable for horizontal or vertical monitor positioning. Its solid steel construction makes this monitor arm able to support 17.6lbs (8kg) each with two included mounting options.

CDP2VGAEC
USB-C to VGA Adapter with Extended Cable
This USB-C to VGA adapter enables you to output high-definition VGA video from the USB Type-C port on your laptop, tablet, smartphone or other USB C device.
This is an updated version of CDP2VGA but with a longer cable to assist with eliminating port/connector strain.
DKT30CHSDPD1
USB-C DP 1.4 Multiport Adapter - HDMI - 2 x USB - GbE - SD/USD - 100W PD - Extended Cable

• This USB-C multiport adapter with DP 1.4 supports 4K 60Hz HDMI and turns your MacBook Pro or other USB-C laptop or tablet into a workstation, anywhere you go.
• Provides 4K HDMI video output, two USB 3.2 Gen 1 Type-A (5Gbps) ports and a Gigabit Ethernet port, all through your laptop’s USB-C or Thunderbolt 3 port. Plus, advanced charging through USB Power Delivery 3.0 with extra-long attached 12-inch host cable.

DS52000
5 Port 10Mbps/100Mbps/1G/2.5G Unmanaged Multi-Gigabit Ethernet Switch

• The unmanaged network switch offers five multi-speed Ethernet ports (10/100/1000/2500 Mbps) in a compact and durable all-metal casing while remaining silent and energy-efficient (IEEE 802.3az).
• The network switch is the ideal solution to dramatically speed up your network to support 2.5GBASE-T, and being an unmanaged switch, you can set it up in no time.

C15012-USB-EXTENDER
1-Port USB 2.0 Over Cat5/Cat6 Extender

• Extend a USB 2.0 connection up to 492 ft (150 m) with this USB Extender Kit. Connect the transmitter to the receiver, using existing Ethernet cabling that is Cat5e or better (e.g., Cat 6, 6a, etc.).
• No software or configuration is required. Conveniently control remote USB devices in warehouses, classrooms, board rooms, and other long-range application environments.
SHELF-2U-14-CENTER-V

2U Vented Center-Mount Shelf - 14 in. Depth
Add 2U 14 inches (35.6 cm) deep shelf to any 2-post EIA-310 compliant 19-inch rack.
• The shelf is vented to improve airflow and help lower temperatures in your rack.
• The center-mount design allows for easy access to the front and back of the equipment, allowing for simple installation, maintenance and cable routing.

RACK-18U-20-WALL-OA

18U Adjustable Depth Open Frame Wall Mount Equipment Rack
This 18U Open Frame Wall Mount Equipment Rack with Adjustable Depth is a high-quality, sturdy relay rack solution that is easy to assemble and install into any environment.
• 2-post 18U 19 inch open frame rack is EIA/ECA-310 compliant, and with an adjustable mounting depth ranging from 12 - 20 inches, is ideal for network switches, servers, patch panels, and PDUs.

RUSB2CLT50CMBC

USB-C to Lightning™ Coiled Cable
This coiled Lightning to USB C cable can withstand the daily demands of charging and syncing your mobile devices. It contracts to 1ft (32cm) making it compact and convenient to store.
• High Quality USB C 2.0 cable reinforced with aramid fiber for increased tensile strength; Tested to withstand 10000+ insertions & 5000+ bend cycles at 180° Durable TPE jacket and strain relief. TPE is non-toxic, halogen free.